Rich Frank’s
Champagne Tastes

A Hollywood insider puts American “grower Champagnes” in the spotlight.

BY RICHARD NALLEY

"IF YOU WANT TO MAKE sparkling wine good you’ve really got to put your mind to it," says Rich Frank, owner of Napa Valley’s Frank Family Vineyards and a man who has tackled a few complex productions in his career. His résumé as one of Hollywood’s long-running inside players, still unscrolling at age 70, includes nearly a decade as president of Walt Disney Studios, president of Paramount Television, and leading roles as a mover behind familiar titles, from Cheers, Home Improvement and Entertainment Tonight to Pretty Woman; Good Morning, Vietnam; and The Lion King.

But Frank Family Vineyards, the winery he bought—almost by accident—in 1991, is Frank’s auteur piece, the show that’s his brainchild from beginning to end. Though primarily known for its cabernet sauvignon, Frank Family is also playing a key part in an under-the-radar development in American wine: the green shoots, here and there, of a movement to make artisan sparkling wines similar to the French farmer-made Champagnes that have become the darlings of international connoisseurs.

Exactly how similar these homegrown sparklers might be is a matter for debate. Frank Family winemaker Todd Graff puts it this way: “The grower-producers have gotten hot in Champagne, but we aren’t trying to copy them. I’d say we are trying to be equal with them.” But the French inspiration, right down to the maverick sense of being a surprising one-off, is evident in the idea.

Until a very few years ago the notion of a small Champagne grower bottling his own wine carried the iconoclastic shock of the runner heaving the sledgehammer at Big Brother in the famous Macintosh ad. In France nearly all the Champagne

Winemaker Todd Graff (left) and owner Rich Frank of Frank Family Vineyards.
is bottled by big houses—the Môet et Chandonos, the Veue Clicquotso—that buy their grapes from thousands of independent growers all over the region. The Enshrined Idea is that the best Champagne is created by blending, blending, blending all those grapes, to evolve a house style that will be consistent across vintages. This is not a bad idea, as far as it goes: After all, Roederer Cristal tastes pretty darn good, bottle after bottle, with its own identifiable weight and complexity.

But what if you, grape farmer Pierre, felt that your own 4 hectares of Champagne’s chalky earth yielded strikingly particular wines, and it pains you to have their sparkling personality submerged in some grande marque’s great blending tub? You might launch yourself onto the uncertain waters of the marketplace under your own brand name, like such “farmer fizz” labels as Jacques Selosse, Egly-Ourlet and René Geoffroy. You might say, vive la différence! Let a thousand flavors bloom! Let the consumers figure this out if they can!

This was not exactly what Rich Frank had in mind on the evening in 1991 when Koerner Rombauer called him at home at midnight and said, “Let’s buy a winery!” Rombauer, a Napa vintner, was a good friend, so Frank was listening. The property in question was the well-known sparkling wine producer Kornell Champagne Cellars, which had fallen on hard times and was now in the hands of its bankers. Then things got urgent.

“It was a strange story,” Frank remembers. “A local bank had the foreclosure documents but was in the process of being bought by a national

Five Champagne-Class American Grower Sparkling Wines
GIVEN THE LIMITED PRODUCTION OF THESE WINES, YOUR BEST BET FOR FINDING THEM MAY BE THE WINERIES’ OWN WEB STORES.

ARGYLE 2008 BRUT KNUDSEN VINEYARD, DUNDEE HILLS ($50)
Rollin Soles’ expressive, confectionary Oregon pinot and chardonnay blend achieves what the French call nervosité, a fine, palate-enlivening, acidic tension.

FRANK FAMILY VINEYARDS 2004 RESERVE, NAPA VALLEY ($95)
Made Krup- and Bollinger-style with barrel-fermented base wines and given extended aging, this is elegant, toasty and potent stuff.

INMAN FAMILY 2009 BRUT ROSE NATURE, "ENDLESS CRUSH" ($58)
Kathleen Inman made this to celebrate her 25th wedding anniversary, and it is sensational: rock dry but palate satisfying, with a lifted rose and exotic floral aromas.

SOTER 2006 BRUT ROSE, ESTATE GROWN, OREGON ($58)
Tony Soter’s career has crossed state lines and left a trail of memorable pinot noirs. He has a gift for bubbles, too, like this lively, rich, berry-inflected wine with New World ripeness and Old World grace.

RICHARD GRANT 2005 RESERVE, WROTHAM CLONE PINOT NOIR, NAPA VALLEY ($40)
Veteran enologist Richard Grant Peterson brought home this “wild sport”—that’s the technical term—of pinot from a 200-year-old vine in England. The resulting wine is crisp and intensely flavored with notes of crushed red cherries and yellow apple.
bank, and the national bank was not allowed to own a liquor license. And, of course, they don’t tell the local bank what’s going on. So suddenly they have to sell this winery in 24 hours.” To appease Rombauer—and possibly to get back to sleep—Frank said, “Offer them half.”

“I figured I had kept a friend, and that would be the end of it. But Rombauer called me the next day at noon and said, ‘We own a winery.’ And I said ‘That’s great. Now can I see the books?’ It turns out they were selling about 100,000 cases a year, selling them in supermarkets, and each bottle they were losing like $3.”

In that first year, 1992, the newly minted Frank Family Winery scaled production back to 200 cases, charged an appropriate price for the bottles and was off to the races. “We actually made money the first year,” says Frank, “and we’ve been making money ever since. We’ve just let it grow, with the customers pulling us through; we’ve always been happy to run out of wine in 10 or 11 months.” This year Frank expects to bottle—and run out of—100,000 cases.

Though only about 5,000 cases of that total will be sparkling wine, the successor winery to Kornell’s old “California Champagne” facility still has bubbles on the brain. The sparklers are a signature offering in Frank Family’s tasting room, a facility that is the subject of much of the winery’s sales focus. And then there is Graff, who spent ten years crafting sparkling wine at Schramsberg and Cordoniu Napa. “If you talk to Toddl,” acknowledges Frank, “the first thing that comes out of his mouth is ‘the bubbles;’ he loves them.”

Unlike his old employers at Schramsberg, who adhere to the grande marque model, sourcing base wines from 90 vineyards around northern California, Graff is very consciously following the French grower model, utilizing only grapes from Frank Family’s own vineyard in the cool Napa Carneros. “It gives us very bright, beautiful fruit,” he says. But in his view, the terroir argument—that the locality of the grapes should speak—is only part of the upside of being a small-scale grower-producer. “Our sparkling wines have a character that builds over the length of aging,” he explains. “Because we’re not competing to rush it to the shelves, we can give it extra time.” Frank Family allows its Blanc de Noirs and Blanc de Blancs (each $45) three years (versus the mandatory one) to mature and gain complexity on their yeast lees, and its Reserve bottling ($95) five years. In other words: “It’s by our rules only.”

Frank Family is among the most visible of the small group of American “grower Champagne” producers, boosted by the firm advantages of a sparkling wine facility and heritage (with built-in customer base), an expert sparkling winemaker and Rich Frank’s deep wallet. Fine sparkling wine is expensive stuff to produce.

Explains Frank, “You make the wine once, then you make the wine a second time” —by refermenting it in the bottle— “and by law you have to let it lay for a year, and we let it lay longer. You have a lot of money tied up, plus the number of times you have to handle every bottle.” As a rough estimate, Frank says the $100 you might spend making a case of still table wine climbs to $120 to $130 for sparkling (and that doesn’t include the excise tax—four times that for table wine—which adds another $8).

And the potential market is not exactly gigantic. All the bubbling wine sold in the U.S. last year, from Dom Pérignon to cold duck to prosecco, amounted to less than 6% of the volume of table wine.

Despite the significant discouragements to entry, there is a dedicated cadre of small-scale American producers whose wines readily deserve a seat at the same table as fine French grower Champagnes. Up in Oregon that would include Argyle and Soter, both bottling estate-grown wines, and cool-climate producers in California like Merry Edwards, Kalin, Richard Grant, Thomas George and Sea Smoke. “There are only a few of us,” says Kathleen Inman, a former corporate finance executive who makes elegant sparkling wine at her Inman Family winery in Sonoma. “But just over this past harvest I’ve heard about more people getting the idea that it would be fun to make single-vineyard sparkling wines. Why not? Sparklers with a ‘sense of place,’ you know?”